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1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper set.s out the main working assumptions which 
helped to shape the design and practical realities of t.he 

proposed writing progromme to be olTered by the Pusat Bahasa 
of the University of Malaya both on and oIT campus i n  t.he 
second half or 1994. 

2. LANGUAGE 

Language is secn as something that can be approached from 
two directions. from the point of view of the user or that of Lhe 
thing used. In the former ('ernie') case the user has 'business' 
of lome kind to transact and make) selections frnm t.he pool of 
linguistic resources Available (= 'the thing used') under the 
constraints of the norms, conventions and values (the 'rules of 
engagement') of the grouP. or discourse community (Swales 1990), 
of which slhe is currently a. member The more we are dealing 
with an 'institutionalised speech setting', (as will be the case 
for the current writing project), the more restrictive. indeed 
prescriptive, these constraints are likely to be. Ann Johns (1990) 
provides the best summary of this position. 

the writing product is considered a social act that 
can take place only within and for a specific context and 
audience (Coe 1987) the language, focus, a.nd form of 
a text stem from the community for which it is written· 
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In other words, the learner must learn to operate the rules 
of the institutionalised speech setting of which s!he hopes to be 
a (more effective) member. Or 

"in teaching writing, we are tacitly teaching a version 
of reality and the student's place and mode of operation 
within it" (Op cit. quoting Berlin) 

In this writing project we must therefore 

begin with the rules of discourse in the community 
for which the student writers are producing text. These 
rules, not the student's own, will become the standards 
for teaching and evaluating writing for the class. " (Op 
cit) 

This view of language is fundamental to what follows. 

3. THE LEARNER AS ACTIVE AGENT 

There are similarly two broad ways of looking at the notion of 
'learner', i.e the 'passive' learner who expects to be 'taught', 
and surrenders responsibility for the transaction to a 'teacher', 
and the active (proactive, ergative) learner who accepts full 
personal responsibility for learning outcomes, but could perhaps 
do with a little help The design of this project 1S based on the 
assumption of an 'ergative' learner (A contrary assumption 
would lead to a very different design ) Thus it is assumed that 
where a member of a discourse community feels unable to compete 
adequately when it comes to negotiating successful outcomes in 
that community, slhe may be strongly motivated to rectify the 
situation by undertaking relevant training and to pay the high 
cost involved - valuable time not spent on more productive 
activities, mconvenience, sheer effort, and finally perhaps cash 
This learner drive (at least in the context of the intended customers 
of the present project) is in no way likely to be motivated by a 
liking for or interest in the language per se. It is rather seen 
as a necessary chore justified by the expected benefits at the 
end of the ordeal It is this LD which provides the input energy 
for all the effort which must go into the learning process. If the 
learner does not perceive the effort invested in a particular 
stage of the learning programme as being directly related to 
hislher (non-linguistic) goals, that driving force is likely to evaporate. 
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One of the principles on which the planned writing programme 
is based is lhot this LD must ulwuys lo� l:1J1II.�rvcd. Tile 'work' 
of learning must be done by Lhe learner This notion of LD 
relntes closely to that of Discourse Communit.y Pressure in Swales 
& Fredricksen (forthcomlOg) 

4. THE NOTION OF CUSTOMEIl. 

This 'proactive' leorner, the party soliciting the lnngunge servIces 
in question, in this case the acquisition of writing skills, is seen 
as Lhe 'customer' seeking the assistance of the Lnnguage Centre. 
In the real world. however, it moy not always be possible to 
identify a single individ.J.B1 os customer A number of individuals, 
or even groups, moy have an interest in the transaction. Only 
two of these potrnllal 'slokeholdcrs' are considered here 

4.1 The learner, as defined IIbove, who nHly be havin.!:' to bear 
the whole 'cost' burden liS defined obove, hut whose contribution 
may in extreme cases be limlt.cd only to the reqUired learning 
eITorL 

4.2 The paymaster Ceg 011 employer) who mlly be bearing the 
brunt of the 'costs', eg cosh costs, inconvenience, lost time 
and opportunity. Hc 

Now the motivation thAt induces the paymaster to meet. hislher 
share of the costs may well be at odds with the Lenrner Drive. 
It is a basic principle of lhis programme thot all such potential 
connicls of interest be resolved before organised leorning is 
emborkcd on LD must be maximised for the SAke of learning 
efficiency, but t.he pn)most.er must have reasonnble assurance 
thaL s/he is gettinc whllt s/he bllrgnined for (Or there mny be 
no more contracts.) ThiS consll.lerutioll leads Lo 

5. THE NOTION OF CUSTOM.EH: CONTRACT 

What then is the customer (in both senses) actually paying for? 
The answer must ine\'itnbly be that which feeds the Learner 
Drive. i.e. achieving the ability defined in _3 above. Assummg 
here that there is  no learner/paymaster connict, the customer 
and supplier must agree bcforehnnd exactly what is to be delivered 
and at what cOllt. These consideratlOns form the basis for the 
customer contract. (In this connection, the current literature 
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on TQ�1, quality control and ISO 9000 as applied to the supply 
of educational services is recommended to the members of the 
two teams.) 

6. THE NOTION OF COST 

The conventional notion of cost for eduClltlonal services is often 
restricted to the most obvious surface component, cash, and it 
is left to the customer to work out 811 h;�er hidden extrai'!, 
which are frequently far more onerous than the cash cl ement. 

It has been suggested above that for the kind of learning packagl.l 
envisage d other cost factors should be explicitly accounted for 
in the customer contract. Ii is <llso suggested that the customer 
be ffinde aware of some of the cos;ting options available. For 
clIample, the customer may, for his/her own convenience, prefer 
to accept a greater financial cost in return for a lo ..... e r  time! 
inconvenience cost. One can thus draw up a table such as: 

Customer Costs 
le itrner effort 
lefl.rn;nt; time 
travel time 
inconveni ence 
lost opportunity 
staff replacemen t 
cflsh 
,to 

Supplier Costs 
programm e development 
research time 
face-t.o-face time 
mult'!riu!s 
plant 
maintenance 
travel time 
inconvenience, etc 

The imporhmt point to note here is the intertranslat..ability 
of certain customer find supplier costs. Thus customer travel 
time Clln normally be reduced only at the cost of supplier travel 
time. But the customer may place a higher value on customer 
time than on the ca"h equivalent of sUPI>ljer travel time, and be 
prepared to pay a higher cash premiUnl to make this !'.aving. 
Indeed, all customer costs can be compensated down to a certain 
irreducible minimum by higher cash costs, to a certain extent 
even learner effort at the cxpensf' of greater supplier research 
timc. How this equation will work out in practice is fin empirical 
question which eun be tested during the pilot stage. 

7. THB 'GOODS' TO BE DELIVERtm 

Perhaps the most intransigent problem to be solved by this 
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project, and one which is consistently shied away rrom by our 
industry, is the actual specification or what it is the supplier 
undertakes to supply Clearly, what the customer wishes to 
purchase is the linguistic key to nn essentially non-linguistic 
goal as discussed above to which the Learn;ng Drive is attached. 
The conundrum is how one ;s to speciry this in print in a way 
that lends itselr to verification that the terms or the contract 
have been met and thnt the agreed payment. has been earned. 
At. the Some time it will be necessary, not only to state the 
'quality' or the 'goods' on order, i e. the tasks the lenrner wishes 
to be able to perrorm, bu� olso to quantiry them, that is to 
indicate the required degree or mastery or those 'goods' and the 
desired decree or sophisticutlOn Figure 1 suggests a posslble 
approach to this problem which has been in use ror some years 
now It olTers rour levels of accomplishment, rrom minimal up 
lo sophisticated, for II given task (to be specilied by the customer). 
The higher the level reQuired the higher I.hR rO!lt At the (;Bme 
time it specifies four possible levels of under-llchievcment, or 
the extent to which the lellrner's current level of IIbility ralls 
short of the torget level. Agoin, the lower this level the higher 
the cost to the supplier, and therefore the higher the charge 
agreed in the contract. It IS for members or the project teams 
to work out a more dctniled set of descriptors, meaningful to 
both sides, t o  serve as the basis for the customer contract. 

8. THE NOTION OF 'TEACHER' 

ServicinG a customer COTltract of this nature so 115 to keep costs 
Ul a minimum without sncrificing efficncy, efficiency or effectiveness 
must inevitably meon a rresh look tlt 'production' processes. 
Put another way, it may be Lhat, in the words of Eskey and 
Grnbe(l988), the 

.... teacher may do very htt.le of what we normally think 
of as teaehing" 

They were lhinking in that context of the leaching of reading. 
Bul the same cnse can be mucie for the 'teaching of writing. 
A,d 

-me students must of course do the learninG for themselves.� 
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Specifying 
Communicative Competence DescriptoT� 

A Bnlli. for CUBtnmer Contfaeta 

Tallk Specificl'llion .. . ..... . . ..... .......... _ ......... ......... ........... ........ .. 

Able 1.0 
perfnf'm 
the ta;"k 

Unoble to 
perform 
the wok 

,-__ ""i�h ----1 
confidence 

... ,hh 
'---difficullY ---j 

'---

" &.:Iphilticlltion 

- "'�hlaUclltion 

M.':Iny .rrora 

in full 
---�ll-- clln do moaL 

-- con do parts 

III nil -c 
familiAr with 
manyelaments 

fomiJinr wHh 
few dement. 

Fir' .... 1.: T"'l'Ipl.le ror generllting o::m:pX!I.Cnee bela (or par1.ieul&r lanll'lIlge 
nC!C!d •. Tho YlI>'lP"1 opdonl road rrom len to ";8h� gcnc1'I>..CI eight nollpnlll"yci. 
or�'Ompcc.en<:c \.0 ",j,lch a '�ero k:""I .... d. '1I>l>ot'!cvt!l can be ulcl.lld. For 11Ilch 
tl ... oftuk lcknt\l\ed lhcw lIo1k!nll1ev",l, ea" be in!.erprelC!<ll .. t.!rJnll of jeg.. 
,.dal.Ud competence du.cripl,Qr Th" II"C.ter �he "p acc."'CCII "'�Cl>e \he leuncr 
it: liD .... and tha �d alhe upi:l.'1 t.o I'e.�h \ho Mllher l� QD�t �l""""n .. d , .. �he 
...,,,1.-. .... . 
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The aim therefore 18 to determine 

.. " how, and to what degree, the teacher of second lantuage 
reading should intervene in his or her studcnts'learning,R 

Again, for 'reading' read 'writing'. And I am certainly not 
alone in feeling that we need to revisit the notion of 'teacher' 
Widdowson (1990) Quotes Cicero on the subject: 

�Most. commonly the authority of them that. teach hinders 
them that would learn,-

More recently, Stern (1983) says: 

-In spile of the prolonced debate on teachmg method, 
the concept of teach inc as such has remained the least. 
developed." 

Likewise Richards (1990) frl'l!llhp nped for 
"s redcfinit.ion o(the role of the teacher � 

The principle advocated by thiS project IS to leave the learning 
to the learner but to make !.hat process as efficient as possible. 
The role of the tencher is then best summed up in the words of 
Clarke and Silberstein (1977), as Quoted by Nunan (1989). 

"The teacher as leaeher IS necessory only when the class 
ill attempting t.o resolve a language problem, for it is 
only i n  this situation that the teacher is automatically 
presumed to possess more knowledge than the students. 
This role eon be mmimised if the students' attnek strflt.egies 

have been efTectively developed." 

For "elORI" in t.his c.ont.ut rend "1I:l1rlll:r" And following 
Breen and Candlin (1980) on ean think In terms o( three roles 
(or the teacher: 

8.1 facilitator (to which I add 'guide' and 'mentor') 

8.2 independent participant 

8.3 observer and learner 

It is suggested that the above general principles be adopted by 
the project. 
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9, FOUR PRASES OF LEARNING 
How this teacherllearncr relAtionship works out in practice depends 
on the stage of learning taking pll1ce within the contex1. of the 
lenrner's pursuit of hislher perceiv(�d objectives. In the case of 
target situations involving face·lo-face oral interaction, it is 
considered useful to distinguish nt least the following four 
overlapping modes or phases. 

9 1 the 'in vivo' mode, where the learner is on hislher own in 
the target community, from which the 'teacher' is automatically 
excluded that is where the lenrner is actually putting 
into practice what has he en learned during earlier stages. 
From the learner's point of view, this may be the most 
powerful learning mode of all, ann must be explicitly buil t  
into the overall learning programme. 

9.2 the 'in VItro', or simulation mode, where !.he learfler undergoes 
experiences as closely related liS possible to those of the 'in 
vivo'mode. Here the emphasis is on the teacher's role as 
facilitator and independent participant, as well as observer 
and learner· i.e. ob!Owrving the learner and icnrning ubout 
himfher 

9.3 the exposure mode, where the learner is immersed in a 
controllfld way in the to.rget discourse so that it becomes 
fully familiar and almost 'second nature' However, there 
muy be no need for actual face·to-fil.ce contact hetween 
fAcilitator and leamer during this mode 

94 the el uciduti on mode, where systematic regularitie � in the 
target discourse not immediatflly apparent to the learner 
are brousht jntt) focu!! Here there i!! an obvious role for a 
facilitator who will anldyse the target discourse in order to 
identif y the mo"t ObVLOUS features requiring elucidation. 
'I'he project team !'.hould im'f'stigate the extent to which 
there mtly be a need for fucc-to-face (or possibly telephone 
or e·maill contact during this mode, and justify the call on 
this conly facility in terms of learning enhancement.. 

But in the case of purely written communication it is possible, 
to �reat. pedngogic advantage, to merge the in vivo and in vitro 
modes. since the faeilitatnr can remain invisible to the t�rget 
community The 'speech act', or document, being produced can 
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be 'tried out' on the facilit.o.tor at the various stages of its produclion 
lUI it STowt into the spf!of!oc:h act eventually launched in vivo. 
Writing is not usually a 'real·time' adivity in the sense that. 
face·to·face interadion is. The writer c:an onen take 'time·out' 
to consult a mentor. 

10. THE TNDEPENDENT LEARNER 

But as lone ago as 1979 Allwright was saying: 

�Languoge teac:hing that does not cope satisfactorily with 
the problem of independence training is simply a sad 
waste oflime, no matter what else gets done well in the 
classroom .. 

And one of the problems this project. will have to lack Ie is 
precisely this need for 'independence training' in a societ.y where 
teachill� ilt conventionally viewed 06 something 'ergative' And 
learning as something passive. The pilot projed will need to 
investigate how best to wean the leorner into a system where 
'teaching' becomes instead anticipatory ond reoctive, but otherwise 
leaves well enough alone. 

11. TOP·DOWN PEDAGOGY 

The modes or phases of learning referred to above are not of 
course the same thing as the pedagogic: phases whic:h can be 
translated directly into a list of times, venues and activities. 
These, it is suggested, should be arrived at using 8 'top·down' 
approach This derives from the principle discu86ed above of 
always keeping the leamer's mind firmly fixed on the goal from 
which s/he derives the necessary motivating enerID', and ensuring 
t.hnl the Hnk between that goal Anft eurrent learnin� activities 
is always fully clear At the outset the learner will probably 
haye a notion of the 'documenL' or 'instrument' aimed at, but 
not the elements and sub·elements which constitute it. It is 
suggested that one must proceed by a process of eonstituent 
an8lysis (top down) showing at each stage how the parts 8re 
'glued' together, right down 10 any necessary morphosyntoctic 
insighls into the conventions ofthe target literature. The following 
basic pedagogic: stages are offered for the consideration of the 
Projeet teams. 
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11 1. agreeing the terms of the customer contract with the 
paymaster; 

11.2. facilitator creates corpus of exponents of target genres; 

11.3. ensuring compatibility of Learner Drive and the terms 
of the contract; 

11.4 clarifying with the learner all the learning stages leading 
to the agreed goals, 

11.5. ensuring the learner can read the target corpus fluently; 

11 6 learner specifies the intended outcomes aimed at through 
the document, 

11 7 learner explores target genres for macro-structures and 
transitional cohesion, 

11.8 learner maps own variables into template so derived, 

11.9. exploring each element in the macro-structure for basic 
'moves' and their cohesion markers; 

11 10. learner maps own variables into each element (not 
necessarily in chronological order); 

11 11. learner realises these moves in hislher own context by 
close reference to browsable concordances and other analyses 
of the corpus, 

11.12. delivery of the document; 

11 13. feedback and 'post-mortem' 011 the outcome. 

It is unlikely that these phases will work out exactly like 
this in practice, but it is suggested that they should all be 
aimed at and, in some sense, accounted for 
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